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CREATE SIGNATURE HOT BEVERAGES AT HOME WITH THE
COCOA GRANDE
The Cocoa Grande™ is a hot drink maker that brings the delicious aroma and
flavor of café style hot drinks into your home,
without the cost of the café. This large-capacity,
family-sized beverage maker from Back to Basics®
automatically heats, froths and mixes instant
cocoas, coffees, teas and lattes into frothy, caféstyle drinks. Whether mixing hot drinks for a large
crowd or enjoying a quiet cup of hot cocoa, the
Cocoa Grande™ is suited for your countertop.
Create your own signature café drinks at home,
they way you like them.
A sculpted base and electronic controls provide a
sleek, classic look in a contemporary form. Choose from three settings to
automatically mix, heat and hold ingredients at the perfect temperature. Hot cocoa
is always ready, always perfect!
Essential features include a flip faucet for easy serving at your fingertips, see
through mixing jar and a twist and lock lid for added security. The twist and lock lid
features a built in measuring scoop to measure consistent ingredient portions
every time. Whether your favorite cup contains a spiced chai latte or a creamy
mint cocoa, the Cocoa Grande™ will heat, mix and serve perfection. Delicious
recipes are included.
®

Back to Basics began as a small, Utah based, company that sold home canning and food processing
®
products. Over the years, Back to Basics has grown into a dynamic and competitive housewares
company focusing on innovative products that deliver Family, Food and Fun. Focus Electrics, LLC is a
subsidiary of Focus Products Group, LLC, a growth-oriented holding company based out of Vernon Hills,
®
®
Illinois. Focus Products Group, LLC has other such notable brands as West Bend Housewares , Jerdon ,
®
®
®
Amco Houseworks , Chicago Metallic , and Swing-A-Way . Focus Electrics aims to create products that
allow consumers to live a “big budget” lifestyle on a small budget.
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